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bigguystattoo.in

To Improve Organic Traffic & Visibility of New Website

About the Client

Big Guys Tattoo

Known to be one of the best Tattoo studios in Mumbai, this place is the 

ultimate destination for everyone who loves body art and body 

piercing. Situated in Colaba, this South Mumbai Tattoo studio can really 

boast about their prime location. It is just a 5-minutes’ walk from 

Marine Drive, The Taj, and Metro Cinema for you to reach this place.

Big Guys Tattoo Studio happens to be one of the oldest and most 

prominent tattoo studios in Mumbai. They have been in the industry for 

almost 17 years. The studio offers a wide range of body art that 

includes tattoo making, tattoo removal, and body piercing.



Body Art

Domain 

Challenges

The Bigguystattoo.in a new single-page website,required effective and 

authentic services for SEO.

One of the USP of Bigguystattoo.in is the quality of their services. They 

have the best team of tattoo and body piercing artists with a gamut of 

experience and knowledge. The studio is best known for their no-

compromise policy on hygiene and quality of products they use. 

Especially for permanent tattoos, they ensure the best quality products 

and maintenance of hygiene throughout the procedure. SEO was 

needed to be implemented in order to increase organic visibility and 

focus on the USP like Laser Tattoo Removal, Tattoo products, Learning 

Institute, and more.



Strategy

Since it was a new website, the strategic implementation of search 

engine optimization was required. This was to ensure a steady inflow of 

traffic and increase visibility which in turn would help in establishing 

the brand. In-depth keyword research and informative content were 

some of the measures that were needed to be planned. Here are some 

of the strategies we implemented

Detailed keyword research

Mix of Short-tail & Long-tail keywords 

Website structure refinement 

Technical audit to optimize website for non-branded keywords 

Including keywords in content that target audience search 

To Get effective traffic from organic searches

To Increase the visibility of their services

To Improve ranking for main keywords 

To Organically increase non-brand related traffic

The following were the main focus points our team worked on :- 



Keywords

 Genital Piercing

Position In SERP

4

Belly Button Piercing In Mumbai 5

 Belly Piercing In Mumbai 5

 Navel Piercing In Mumbai 8

Client Testimonials

My Tattoo Shop has been using GBIM SEO for years and from 

the first phone call they have been really impressive. The SEO 

results have been consistently strong and their customer 

service is excellent. Have to say we're delighted with the 

service and great communication too.

Nadeem Batliwala
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